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Brain Sensor Technology Token 

 

- Brain Sensor Technology Token is a co-operation protocol on blockchain that 

leverage the power of artificial intelligence to give us the future we deserve. 

 

- BSTT protocol is a blockchain project that uses the power of artificial 

intelligence to transform the crypto industry. The platform is based on a 

secure and decentralized blockchain. 

 

 

- With BSTT, investors can leverage cutting-edge AI technologies to make 

informed trading decisions based on their thoughts and needs. 

 

- Through Using advanced learning algorithms machine, BSTT analyzes massive 

amounts of market data in real time and uses predictive modeling to identify 

trends and opportunities within the crypto market. Offering real-time insights 

and personalized trading recommendations to investors. 

 

 

- BSTT includes advanced security features to protect investors' funds. By 

utilizing the latest encryption technology and secure smart contract 

technology, BSTT ensures investors' funds are protected against fraud. theft, 

and other forms of cybercrime. 
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Roadmap 

  Phase01 Phase02 
Design And structure 
Website launch 
Smart Contract 
BSCScan Verification 
Dex Listing 

Listing on PancakeSwap   
BSTT Swap 
CG Listing & CMC Listing 
Public Presale 
Staking Platform 

Phase03 Phase04 
Exchange Listing 
Marketing Campaign 
Launching BSTT-Wallet 
NFT Collection 
Upgrading Our Website 

Charity Events 
Expanding Community 
Partnerships 
 

 

About BSTT 

Token Name Brain Sensor Technology Token 
Token Symbol BSTT 
Token Address 0x7AF490918ECac4b7360791cAb3dF91525D3AFc62 
Total Supply 100,000,000 BSTT 
Buy tax 0% 
Sell tax 0% 
 

Tokenomics 

Total Supply 100 Million 
Liquidity & Presale 50% 
Staff & Marketing 25% 
Airdrop & Staking 15% 
Bounty 10% 

 

https://bstt.dk 
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Social Media 

 Crypto projects can utilize social media channels to build brand awareness, 

establish credibility, and attract new investors. Engaged social media 

channels can enhance a project's visibility, establish credibility, and foster 

investor trust. 

 

 One of the main benefits of having an engaged social media presence is 

the Crypto projects can utilize social media channels to build brand 

awareness, establish credibility, and attract new investors. Engaged social 

media channels can enhance a project's visibility, establish credibility, and 

foster investor trust following and keep investors engaged and up-to-date 

with the latest developments 

 

BSTT on Linktree 

https://linktr.ee/BrainSensorTechnology  

 

Benefits Of BSTT 

In the crypto market, BSTT utilizes advanced AI technology to analyze vast amounts 

of data and provide real-time insights, potentially enhancing decision-making, 

improving accuracy, and providing valuable information for investment decisions. 

 

BSTT incorporates advanced security features to safeguard investor funds. Utilizing 

state of the art cryptography and secure smart contract technology, BSTT shields 

investor funds against fraud, theft, and other forms of cybercrime. 

 

https://linktr.ee/BrainSensorTechnology
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BSTT Walllet 

 

The digital wallet is designed to facilitate transactions between tokens while 

automatically analyzing transaction patterns and identifying potential security 

threats using AI algorithms.  

AI algorithms allow for immediate detection and prevention of fraudulent activity, 

providing a higher level of security for users' digital assets. 

 

 

BSTT SWAP 

 

 Token swap involves the exchange of token types between two parties, from one 

blockchain to another. Token swaps can be done on exchanges and token swapping 

platforms. 

 

About BSTTswap 

- BSTTswap is a tool designed to make your trading easier. 

- BSTTswap is Powered by 0x API and WEB3. 

- Supports Binance Smart Chain (BSC) 

 

https://dapp.bstt.dk/Dapp 

 

 

https://dapp.bstt.dk/Dapp
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BSTT AI BOT 

 

It’s a cool BOT to get BSTT’s information 

 

https://t.me/BrainSensorTechnologyBot 

You can use  

/start  

Welcome message. 

/price 

BSTT’s price right now. 

/marketcap 

        BSTT’s MarketCap right now. 

/totalsupply 

BSTT’s total supply. 

/name 

BSTT’s name. 

/decimals 

BSTT’s decimals. 

/address 

BSTT’s contract address  

/blockchain 

BSTT’s blockchain 

/bstt               More about BSTT.                                                              /website       BSTT’s website                                                        

/buy               Buy/Sell  BSTT                                                                      /fee       BSTT’s Transaction fee 
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